
 
ALL IS WELL… 

 
What the church refers to as my salvation is all a matter of reconnecting with that greater Being that 
I AM. You could also say that salvation is a matter of remembering. This “remembering has nothing 
to do with my ego. The ego is never going to remember a prior existence because it wasn’t there, it 

did not exist! It was born in time, and it will die never to rise again. 
 

This “ego” I speak of, is the person we identify with before we remember. It’s the false identity that 
is created from false premises and erroneous ideas and programming received from the masses 
concerning life, God, reality etc. This identity was created from the dual mind ex amount of years 

ago and will one day die. It may die the mystical death from the crosses it creates through its 
ignorance or when I take my last breath but die it will. It did not exist before this incarnation. 

 
The greater ego however, {the journeying soul} is eternal and will not ever die. speaking from my 

humanity, this is my soul, that which I truly am. This is that which left the Absolute in the beginning. 
The little ego must be swallowed up by the greater one. As this happens there slowly comes a 

knowing that is deeper then the human mind {little ego} and it is a knowing that it has always been 
and it cannot feel that there has ever been a time when it did not exist. 

 
This knowing comes from my true identity. If I say to you that you’ve never had a beginning that is a 

fact but I’m not speaking of any part of you that was born into this physical reality. The more I 
reconnect with who I really am, the less real this earth life seems. And yet contrary to what one 

might believe upon hearing this, the awareness that comes upon me of another reality far greater 
then this earth plane actually makes this earth life come alive and far more enjoyable. 

 
To walk down any street anywhere knowing that somewhere inside me that this “here and now” is 
merely a dream, results in the dream becoming far more vivid and colorful and it’s like the world 
was flat and grey and suddenly it becomes alive in living color and wonderful. You then feel the 

living one that you are in all of nature. Many experiences such as this one await me on this journey. 
When I truly began to experience my unlimited Life and Being, there is no room for anything but 

love for the world and all that it contains. 
 

When in my dream I become lucid all limitation will go. It is then I will realize that it is I alone who 
create and control the dream, and that when I awaken from my sleep I will awaken to a wonderful 

reality where all is well with my soul, where I AM THAT I AM! 
 
 
 

 

 


